Minimize risk. Standardize inventory. Utilize one source.

3M has been a global leader in ECG technology for several decades. And now we are partnering with Advantage Medical Cables & Electrodes to bring you a wide variety of disposable leadwire solutions. These solutions enable you to connect to almost any make of monitoring equipment on the market today. In addition, they help make it possible to reduce the risk of cross contamination, improve efficiency, and improve patient comfort and outcomes.

- Direct connect disposable leadwires for GE Monitors
- Peelable, fully-shielded ribbon cable
- Optimal 50-inch length for hardwired and telemetry use
- Available in pinch or snap for easy connection to any monitoring electrode
- Tangle-free ribbon cable for patient comfort and ease of use
- 3-, 5- and 6-leadwire configurations
- Adapters are only needed about 10% of the time, much less than with other systems
- Disposability allows you to use a new leadwire for every patient, reducing the risk of cross contamination and HAIs
- Reduce the risk of cross contamination
- Improve hospital efficiency through “unplug and plug” capabilities
- One set of leadwires can be used for each patient throughout their stay
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Reusable ECG leadwires can, and do, cause infections.

Antibiotic-Resistant Pathogens Found on 77% of ECG Lead Wires

“Cultured 100 randomly selected ECG telemetry leads after they had been reprocessed and immediately before their planned attachment to new ICU patients.”

“The frequency of sternal wound infections decreased by more than 90%, a result that hospital administrators largely attributed to the use of disposable ECG lead wires.”

“The decrease in the total number of infections and the corresponding costs that were avoided as a result of implementing this new... disposable system paid for the system in the first two months of use.”

“One medical center near Richmond, VA, began using a disposable ECG lead wire set... and subsequently experienced a 40% decrease in SSIs.”

Outbreak of Vancomycin-Resistant Enterococci in a Burn Unit

“The outbreak was restarted from a contaminated EKG lead that had been contaminated by the last patient with a culture positive for VRE in that room, 38 days earlier.”